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“Welcome”
C A R L I S L E AV E N U E

Together
We Create

The Public Art Walk:
An Open-Air Gallery
in Esquimalt’s
			Backyard.
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“Welcome” | “Janus 1”

Carey Newman,
Omit Afarinzad, & Jordan Hill
“Convergence”

Bill’s work in painting and sculpture

Carey, Omit, and Jordan are a diverse

is rooted in the realm of abstraction.

team of artists creating work inspired

Abstraction not as reductive, but rather

by the idea of community over time.

as revealing, inclusive, inviting, suggesting

Convergence can be thought of as

and open to one’s imagination. It is in this

a memory or a projection of the future,

spirit of abstraction that he approached

much like a “tree” but the form is

the opportunity to create a series of

contemporary, and it exists in the present.

sculptures that would engage the unique

In an era that is both prosperous and

quantities of this communal piece in

uncertain, this project looks to

the heart of Esquimalt.

acknowledge and propel the stories

billporteous.com

held within the landscapes before it.

Illarion Gallant
“Sticks and Stones”

This concept for this sculpture represents
the comprehensive cultural fabric
woven by the successive inhabitants that
precede us.
Illarion has been a practicing artist since
1988. He has successfully completed
many large-scale, site-specific outdoor
urban sculpture pieces. His work, highly
symbolic, references the connectivity
between evolution and the interaction
of urban fabric, contemporary landscape,
and the human passage through the
resultant synthesis.
rusnakgallant.com
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“Janus 2” | “Adjoin” | Name TBD

Esquimalt is a Township with deep
roots in the arts community, rich
with culture and burgeoning with
creativity. So when it came time
to collaborate with the Township
and Bill Porteous to design our
art walk, it’s no surprise that this
theme of the “Spirit of Community”
played a significant role in the
plinth designs of these local artists.
The result is beautiful sculptures
made of a mix of natural and
unique materials to tell a story that
Esquimalt residents can appreciate
for generations to come.

Jameel Mulani
& Emma Thais Holland
“Waves”

Waves is a sculpture inspired by the
phenomena of energy travel found in water,
light, and sound. The piece consists of two
wave forms, shaped from Yellow Cedar,
and a reflecting sphere constructed of
stainless steel. Gestural and rhythmic,
the piece references illusions of the visual
play of reflections within a body of water.
New geometrics is the collaboration of
Canadian artists Jameel Mulani and Emma
Thais Holland. Their design approach
comes from a foundation in architectural
thinking, and an interest in the spatial
nature of all media as environments.
newgeometrics.com
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In a continuing effort to improve and maintain the highest standard, the developer reserves the right to make changes and modifications to the information contained herein, building design, specifications, features, floor plans, and prices without notice.
All rendering and illustrations reflect the artist’s interpretation and may differ from the final product. Please refer to the disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E. Aragon Properties Ltd. Select members of our Sales Team are licensed Real Estate
professionals with Icon Property Advisors Ltd. As per the new regulations, our Sales Team cannot provide representation to potential buyers of Esquimalt Town Square. For more details pertaining to Realtor representation, please contact the Sales Team.

